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ABSTRACT

An efficient m couPle a waveguides'

mounted with ing à the nique' An A

laserdiode was slab wave nd to a SfuNa

(efñciency r¡ - has been f the lifetime

mounted laserdiodes. AlGa¡\s (À = 850 nm) Iasers as well as AlGaInP (À - 675 nm) lasers were tested' The first

results indicate that lifetimes in the rauge 10-30 years are possible for CW operation at 30oC' The la'ser-rvaveguide

coupling technique is demonstrated in a sensor platform.
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time Studies. Lasãr-Wavejuide Coupling, Reactive Ion Etching, Silicon (oxy)nitride

1. INTRODUCTION

Integrated optical components have the advantage of smallness and ruggedness- At the same t'ime the smallness

makes normal coupling ìo an active light source (liserdiode) very critical, especially when the laser is coupled to high

contrast waveguides. iligh "ootr*t 
waveguides'are preferred because they allow for efficient coupling to the high

contrast lasers, and theyálow small bending radii and thus small device area. Hence one approach aims to inte€rate

the laserdiode and the waveguide in the same material system. However there are many examPles in rvhich the

components are preferably not made from the III-V semiconductor material from which the lasers a¡e made but f¡om

other materials such ," o*id"r, niobates, phosphates, arsenates or others. Often, these materials have some special

optical properties which makes their use desirable, such as optical non-linearity, magnete c

eifects and others. III-V materials also have many of these properties but the coefficients i r

small. Also interesting materials can be founcl in organic chemistry such as polymers wh e

optical non-linearity uía hign electrooptical coefficients. Hence it is obvious that some connection technolog-v which

directly connects III-V semiconductor la.sers to other materials such as the examples mentioned, will be of high

technical interest.

Many different glass optical lvaveguides can be deposited on silicon substrate. The natural oxide of the material

is very suitable as an optical buffer iayer over a v Fange' Silicon rvafe¡s

are produced in vast quantities for the ele combine quality ancl strength

with a relatively low price. Since silicon modern ustry, it provides the

advantages of càmpatibility with conventional semiconductor technology and equipment. In addition silicon ha's the

potential to integrate vasi quantities of micro-electronics and also short-wavelength photodiodes with the optical

circuit. Therefore connection of semiconductor lasers to substrates with silicon integrated circuits is attractive and

directly leads to functional units in which e.g. the laser current source and power stabilization, a's well as the

photoãiode and its preamplifier can directly b-e integrated with the la-sers. Also the fast growing micremachini-ug

iechnology on silicon can give extra momentum to the field of hybrid opto-electronics on silicon'

The development of innovative micro systems for sensor applications is widely recognized as being important for

a modern and competitive economy. Clear market signs point to the demand for miniatu¡ized sensor systetlrs for a
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Table 1. summary' of typical coupling efÊcieucy as function of laser-waveguide mis-alignment
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trroc health care, safety and security. defense and process control' O

these ght. Ì'igh reliabiliiy'' low volumå and power consumption' Silicon

senso etection of (bio-)chemical substances as rvell as for measurement

Iike distance, pressure or temperature'

The work presented in this paper is part of a joint project of l'he TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory and

the l.lnivcrsity of Twente on silicon integrated optic micro sensors'

2.IIYBRIDLASER.WAVEGUIDECoUPLINGSCHEMES

2.1. Solder .,.

commercially available laserdiodes are normally soldered wit ctic solder on a coPper or silicon

submount. It is therefore natural to use simila¡ soldering laser-waveguide coupling' one

can either pursue an active or a passive alignment process' passive atigned laser-wal'eguide

couplings is lower than active aligned couplings'

2.L.L. Active

In an active alignment scheme one first optimizes the laser-waveguide coupling after which the laser is soldered' Due

to the flow of the solder the alignmett i, ¿;;;ã.ã. Yu*ud" J o/'3 u'ed ¡'u-Sn solder and reached an alignment

accutac]¡ of *1 ¡lm.

2.L.2. Passive

t.6
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Figure 1. Schematic lepresentation of la'ser-waveguide coupling

å;ii"tTirso grue a laser in rront ora waveguio:"'iY:,,'-::ïïl*1yfi'ffi:;'lîîH:ï:J:"'' ;:J;T'
srructure. The use of grue is more common ?;; *^öring "r 

fiË;ffi;.g*i¿*i yamada et ol' reported for

such a coupring,o u..,i.u.y of again +1 r,",.'ä"ü;iiitvîiti. .dh;i";:;;i.iiv in high-rrumiditv environments is

an important issue'

we have undertaken a butt_end coupling technique of a ra.ser on a suÞmount to- a high-contrast srab rvaveguide

wirh uv curing grue. The coupring "m.i"r.i."ìrïte 
rather hig;i;ö 6: Th..litt_.í problem rvhich surfaced

was the mechanical stabilit¡'' The coupling ""å""d 
t-i"a tit"tgii as r""*i"n of temperature' The variation rvas

caused by the.*p.*iäî.nä .nri"f.i"å ofihe glue beneath the la'ser submount'

îi.,1-1"iïJ#n:::lÏru"u*=hnique is namedepira i'Jïï:ffiî:î
applications ,.. p",o"oi"i et al"6 mltris scheme a GaAs laser 'it¡'' u'" released

AlAs lift-off o. ."",inttiiuyt'' 'l'ft"t fabrication of the laser the , ' ' a

from the GaAs s 
:rar r¿'vtr' õrue¡ ^ev"ve-ãie" 

etchant. The th ,: ds.

silicon substrate e film can be bonded

This technology tt"'igt' Problems w int oD'

smoothness) are search'

The disadvantage of this technology is that one requrr

t"V"rln*rporated in their structure' Furthermore the te

ö;.-ii" residual 'it*to 
in the grafted laser film wi

ln1¡'å.J.*:'::ll:y:::"tî"Jlî3.i.îît','"::::1",1o,ro 
temperarures since no adhesives are invorved'

2.4. ThermocomPression

The laser-waveguide coupling used in the..prese

,"."ip"itt* *ã th"'*oãompression bonding' I-¡""ã'it 
created solely by material transport in

melting temperature of the materials used' As a result I

ã"i"s ,U" pio."*t' Therefore the critical transversal aligt

lii.[i".., ånd tt " 
alignment achieved before bonding ret

If two perfectry crean and flat metar surfaces wourd be brought into contact strong metar bonds w't be created'

In realit¡r surfaces ,;;;;; ideal. In this case strong m"ttt-m"ttii""a" can only be created rvhen the thermocom-

pression technique is emproyed. The process variabres: ,"*p...iri.î,ìt"*ut. and time compensates the absence
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of ideal surfaces. The yield strength of the bond can be as high as the strength of the- individual materials' The

strongesr thermocomp¡Lssion bonã is achieved between two identical materials (e.g' gold-gold)'e

The thermocompression process can be divided into two stages.lo In the first stage surface roughness will be

reduced due to plastic deformation under the applied pressure. 
-Thi, 

p.o.".s is instantaneous and it increases the

contact area between the two metal layers. m tl" o"*t .tug" the resì of the surface roughness rvill disappear as

a result of the applied temperature and pressure due to latãral diffusion processes and creep' These process are

strongly time dependent.

Because the metal layers remain in the solid phase during the whole plocess the transversal alignment of lase¡

and waveguide is almost unaltered. A gold-goldih.r*o"o--f,ression p.oà, is attractive' The advantages of gold

are that the material is soft and that it does iot oxidize. Nevertheless gold also has its specific problems one should

be aware off. Gold surfaces get e.g. 
"o.rt"rrriout"¿ 

*itn organic substai'ces. If gold surfaces are exposed to air for 6

months Jellisonlr found with Auger spectroscopy a layer of carbon of 2 nm. The-se organic films are stable to minimal

250ocr2 and disrupt the thermocompression på.u... A disadvantage of gold is thai gotd is not able to absorb this

contamination. The solubility of carbon, "*igã ""a 
hydrogeo in lota i-r u91v low. 

-Enjyo et al'rs concluded that

some surface roughness was beneficial for a good thermocomprersioi bond. He argued that the plastic deformation

of the surfac" ,origho"., breaks the contamination on the surface of the material'

The advantage of this coupling technique is that submicron aligument "* 
b-" achieved' It is also versatile since

almost any laserdiode can uå urãa. A disJvantage of the technique is that it is active and that high bonding

pr"rrrrr". åre required which can be detrimental for the laserdiode lifetime'

3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.1. Method
Iu Fig.l the schematic drawing of the laser-waveguide coupling which is used in the present study is given' In

a waveguide structure an anisotropic well is etchá. The bottom of the well is metallized' lvith a home-made

manipulation setup the laser is actìvely positioned in front of the waveguide with sub-micron accuracy'' After the

activå alignment tle laser is bonded to the substrate with thermocompression'

The top layer of the la.serdiode metallization consists of gold. Therefore it was most natural to employ a gold-gold

thermocompression process. The process is carried out under no¡mal atmospheric conditions' Bonding under vacuum

is however also frequently reported in titerature. The vacuum partly cle.ns the sulfac¡1 by desorption processes' \\'e

rejected vacuum bonding for practical reasons. we use a process tãmperature of 250o C, a Pressure of 180 bar and a

bonding time of more th]an 1ô minutes. rn" t"*p"rature of 250oc is rvell away of the melting temperature of gold

(1064"C). In normal thermocompression practice the bonding temperature is set at atemperature around 70%' of

the melting temperature (which is around 6ffi;c for gold). ù'" h"u" used only 250oc in o¡der to protect the laser

contact metallizatiorr integrity. As a result we had tã 
"s" 

a relatively high bonding pressure' The yield strength

of gold is 230 bar.la Normal thermocompression practice is to use a bonding pressure of 0'05 - 0'1 times the yield

strength.

3.2. Laserdiodes

Two laserdiode families are used in the experiments. At first we started with 850 nm laserdiodes' since thel'' are

mass-produced, highly reliable (CD-laser application), and readily available. The laserdiodes were provided by the

opteElectronic centår of philiis R"searchlo bare chip form, witú typical dimensions of 300 by 250 pm and a height

of 100 ¡.1m. We want to use the new coupling technique in st-and-dåne micro-optic sensors' Therefore rve also used

visible laserdiodes (À = 675 nm) since tranãduction layers for chemical optical evanescent field sensors ale more

abundant in this *.u"l"ogth ,"gíon. These laserdiodes were also acquired lrom Phitips' The exact location of the

Iaser spot relative to the Lolrrrt-irrg surface on the epi-side is determined using the electron beam induced current

(EBIC) modeof ur"".*irrg electrÃ microscope. Thå values give in Tab.2have an estimated accuracy of *0'1 ¡'rm'
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3.3. Waveguide

rYers and substrate)'

In previous reports on this la.ser-waveguide coupling we.used a high-contrast SiO2/Al"O3/SiO" rvaveguide'15 In

rhis paper we w'r describe the coupriug to,tuu siôN ùt"a *"u"gu^i'å;;;ì;;tdg"-åirÑo ba'sedivaveguides (both

ffiI"oir.^t). As buffer layers rve used SiOz'

CVD technique.

4. LASER,-\ryA\¡EGUIDE COUPLING

4.1. Masking and well etching

By using a sputteted chromium ma'sk

ot SiOttt layers by a RIE etch ptoc€ss

used for the definition of the ridge w

O-n* it was not detrimental for the l

ructure o

nm for a

eguide dir

well (of z

la-ser-waveguide distance by an extra

practical limitations'

4.2. Metallization posited rvith

After the of cess' During

e-beam ev e t hadorv effect

metallizat we resist' Both

which is present in the low-pressure

techniques work satisfactor¡''

Table 2. Typical characteristics Philips quantum-rvell laserdiodes

13 mA
20 mW (I¡ = 60 mA)

8 - 90 FWHtr,'I

490 FWHIVI
AIGaAs/GaÄs

2pm

25 mA
13 mW (I¡ = 60 mA)

70 FIVH\'I
350 FWHil,I

GalnP/AlInP
iÌ ¡rm

Ithreshold

Max. oPtical Power
Far field angle ll
Fa¡ field angle I
illaterial s¡rstem

Position laser sPot

- 

-.- r ¡r ¡ I ttrrl lllllltltlllrr! rFil Ç!¡tlilll tl!! |
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Figure 2. Piezo-electric laser positioner

4.3. Laser positioning and mounting
The lasers were positioned aud mounted using a home-made rnanipulation set-up. The basic system consists of a
mounting table (with vacuum chuck and heater) on top of electro-mechanically driven translation (x,y) and rotation
stages and a piezeelectrically driven laser manipulator (see Fig.2). The substrates with waveguides are roughl¡-

positioned with the translation/rotation stages relative to a laserdiode chip attached by vacuum to the hypodernric

needle of the laser manipulator. The la.ser at the end of the needle can be fine positioued with three piezo cr,v-stals

(*,y,r\ to optimize laser-waveguide alignment. The transversal and lateral alignment of the laser (x, y piezo) is

controlled by piezos with an extension of ã pm at 1000 V. The laser-waveguide distance (z piezo) is controlled b."- a

piezo which exte¡ds 20 ¡.t, at i000 V. The cross-talk between the different directions was better than 1:100. This rvas

essential for good alignment. The pressure needed in the thermocompression ptocess is applied via a membrane above

the needle which is driven pneumatically. The mounting procedure is monitored by two zoom microscopes (20-Ió0x)

equipped rvith CCD video cameras. The microscopes are mounted under 90o and 45o relative to the mounting plane.

As the CCD cameras are sensitive in the near IR region the 850 nm laser beam when coupled in the rvaveguide can be

traced clue to light scattering in the waveguide. The fine alignment was monitored by a photodiode at the waveguide

end.

4.4. Experimental results
4.4.L. Coupling

850 nm lasers were coupled to the SiON slab waveguides (length 12 mm). Typical corrpling efficiencies were in the

range 25-30%. These values were corrected for a l0% reflection loss at the waveguideend. The crtrrent-power curves

of the bare laser, of the laser after optimum alignment but before bonding, and of the same laser after bonding are

depicted in Fig.3 (left).

The coupling experiments to SiaN+ ridge waveguides were more difñcult. This was caused by the used ridge

waveguide structure. The waveguides were defined by an etch step of only 6 nm. Onll' with the 450 microscope

system under critical illumination conditions the waveguides can be found after some exercises' It is essential that

the front side of the laser is exactly parallel rvith the etched well in order to minimize laser-waveguide distance. \\:e

have coupled lasers to various ridges on one and the same substrate. The coupling efficiency is t-"-picall¡' 20%. This

value has been corrected for 10% attenuation in the t0 mm long ridge and t0% reflection loss at the waveguide end.

The current-power plots of a typical coupling are depicted in Fig.3 (right). \4'e deduced from measurements that
ô0% of the tãtal power is coupled in the ridge. When we can reduce the laser-waveguide distance by a better well

etching rve will inc¡ease the total power coupled in the waveguide (slab+ridge) and at the same time the fraction

which is coupled in the ridge increases.

The laser-waveguide coupling efficiency at the sta¡t of the thermocompression process differs with the value at

the end. see Fig.3. We observe difference in the o¡der of L25%. The most likely cause of these changes is a change

in the alignment.

4.4.2. Thermal characteristics

We have also investigated the the¡mal stability of the laser-waveguide coupling. For this Purpose rve have recorded

current-power curves as functio¡r of substrate temperature. In the left part of Fig.4 we have plotted for l¡o.*"r¿ = 50

yftazo
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Figure 5. Degeneration curve of 850 nm lasers

mA CW (continuous wave, duty' cycìe 100%) the emitted optical power for a bare 850 nm diode laser as function
of the substrate temperature. The temperature sensitivity is found to be -0.33%/oC. On the right side of the same
figure rve have repeated the experiment for a laserdiode coupled rvith thermocompression to a slab SiON rvaveguide.

ln this case a duty cycle of 5% rvas used. As can be seen the the¡mal characteristics of the coupled ìaserdiode is
almost unaltered (-0.27Vo1"C). This means that the thermocompression bond is thus thermally stable.

4.5. Lifetime of mounted laserdiodes
The induced lifetimereduction of laserdiodes is amongothers dependent on the pressure the lasers experience during
the handling/mounting process. The yield strength of GaAs is about 104 bar. Dislocations become mobile at a

preÉisure of a few times 10s bar. During electron-hole recombination processes within the GaAs cr¡rstal dislocations
become already mobile at 10? bar.18 When this happens a fast degeneration of the laser can result. Goodrvin eú

o/.le found that the pressure also influences the slow laser degeneration. He fouud a correlation between the lorv
degeneration speed and the maximum pressure the laser experienced during handling. Goodwin advised to keep the
pressure in the active region of an Ga1-*Al*As laser below 100 bar. So rve are in the danger zone rvith ou¡ bouding
pressure and it is essential to test the lifetime of thermocompression bonded laserdiodes.

The laserdiodes were tested at constant current mode at elevated temperatures. There was no burn-in pre-
screening. The laserdiodes were mounted epi-down at the edge of metallized silicon substrates. The output porver

is monitored by silicon photodiode just in front of the laserdiode. Before and after laser mounting and also after
wire.bonding the current-power curves of the laserdiodes were recorded and compared.

In the present study the la.sers were not mounted in front of waveguides. However it is also relevant to test the
Iifetime of lasers coupled to Si3lía ridge waveguides. The additional manipulation of the lasers needed for optimization
of the coupling efficiency can introduce crystal defects in the laser crystal which can grow/mol'e into the active la¡,er
and thus increase the degeneration rate. (Note that this type of accelerated degeneration is common for mos¡ of the
h.v*brid waveguide coupling techniques as described in section !-

The gradual degradation of the laserdiodes as shorvn in Figs.5,6 is thermally activated. The degeneration rate
,R is described by: R = Roezp(-Eolk6T), where the activation energ¡¡ Eo car, be in the range 0.6 - 1 e\/ for
AlGaAs (850 nm) lasers.2o For the AlGaInP lasers an activation energy of 0.8 eV?l and 1.0 eV22 is reportd. So

degeneration can be speeded up by testing the lifetime of the laserdiodes at elevated temperatures (acceleration
factor: "rpet(t - +)))
4.5.1. 850 nm lasers

Trvo 850 nm laserdiodes are tested CW at a forward current of 29.-o mA at a temperature of 50oC at an initial output
porver of I mW. After 3 

"v-ears 
their output intensity as monitored rvith a silicon photodiode has dropped to about

79%. .{ssuming an application in which the faiiure criterion is set at 10% reduction in output power than the lasers

'1 0
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Figure 6. Degeneration curve of 675 nm lasers
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Figure 7. Weibull plot of degenerated 675 nm lasers

survived for 24 and 27 months as can be seen in Fig.5. Estimating a defect motion activation energ!' of I e\'. the

estimated lifetime at 30oC will be 21 and 24 year respectively.

4.5.2. 675 nm lasers

The 67ã nm laserdiodes are tested CW at a forrvard cu¡rent of 50 mA. Since the 675 nm laserdiodes are far more

temperature dependent than the 850 nm laserdiodes we have lorvered the testing temperature to 400C. The initial
output power at 40oC was 7-9 mW. To determine the mean time to failure (MTTF) of this laserdiode t¡'pe we

simultaneously tested 13 la.sers or¡t of the same laser badge. One of the lasers showed some saturation in optical
potver versus forward current ([ro"*..d > 60 mA) at the start of the test. This laser was also the fastest degenerating

laser. Its output power dropped below 10% in 0.4 months. Three other lasers have also dropped in intensity belos;

10% (after 2.8, 5.7 and 7.8 months) while the rest of the lasers are still operating after 9.5 - 12 months. as can be

seen in Fig.6. With the same failure criterion and defect activation energy as used above. the estimated lifetime at

30oC for the degenerated lasers is 1.3, 9.?, 19.3. and 26.7 months. for the remaining lasers the estimated lifetime rvill
be longer than 32-41 months.

4.5.3, Analysis and discussion

Due to the larger numbe¡ of tested 675 nm lasers a statistical failure analysis can be made for these t¡'pes of lasers.

At present the number of failed lasers is insufficieni for an accurate analysis though. Normal degeneration curves can

be divided into three regions: (i) burn-in period in which production failures show up ; (2) random failure period:

0.8

10.6
E
à0.¿
Øcg
Eo.z

lJ-

c
J
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(3) wear-out period in which devices come to their operat

iunction.un b" used. A very convenient and approprial

electro-optic components is the Weibull dist¡ibution funct

regions. The Weibull failure distribution function F(l), wì

follorving equation23:

F(l) = 1- exP{-t(t - ìl'il^} (l)

with f the time. rn the shape parameter describing the

failure rate due to raudom failure), 4 the scale parameter

after starting
parameter of
nm lasers oPe

determined a

due to the low number of degenerated lasers'

AII tested lasers show a gradual degeneration related

line defects have appeared. Dark line defects starts to gt

handling or crystal gro*'th) under influence of eh recor

failure ó..tttt. The absence of sudden failures indicates

the thermocompression plocess is not creating dislocation

related to residual stresses present in the laser crystal aftet

can be reached, since it is reported that the presence of in

defects due to dislocation pinning.2a

fluence of the thermoc neration rate of the lasers is

m method is thus a very a wide varietl' of laserdiodes

to This also means that very suitable for the sensor

applications we have in mind.

5. BASIC SENSOR CIR,CUIT

ready for realizing very compact optical micro sensors'

6. CONCLUSIONS

A reliable high-precision laser coupling method has been demonstrated' The coupling method is verl' versatile since

it is independent of laserdiode type and waveguide strucl

mode¡ate influence on the la-serdiode lifetime' Apart from

other application areas are within reach' like e'g'

our coupling technique to couple the pump la'ser

coupling the pump laser but now to the non-linea

To demonstrate the viability of the laser-waveguide concept, a general platform for integrated opto-

electronic sensor systems on silicon has been realizãd. Tl has been build upon silicon substrate and incor-

porares a hybridly integrated semiconductor laser, photo electronics and SiaN¿ optical rvaveguides'
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Figure E. Basic sensor platfornr with hybridly coupled laser
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